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ABSTRACT 
A recommendation motor helps to filter the data utilizing various algorithms and suggests             
the users most relevant items. It analyses an user's previous activities and gives suggestions              
that the consumers are prone to buy based on it. In case a new visitor with no previous user                   
history visits the website this will not be able to recommend him products.In that case it will                 
recommend most popular items or most profitable items for the business to the user.  

Our recommendation system primarily uses three techniques: 

1. Demographic filtering : 
● This program suggests the same films to users with similar          

backgrounds. 
2. Content-Based filtering : 

● It aims to profile user preferences using collected information, and          
suggested products based on profile.  

3. Collaborative filtering   : 
● This attempt to band similar users together and utilize community          

comprehension to provide suggestions. 

 

 

This project utilises Movie Lens dataset which comprises of 9000 movies with 3,600             
tags and 100,000 ratings given by 600 users. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

A recommendation model is a sort of information filtering framework that seeks to             
evaluate a consumer's preferences, and offer suggestions that are supported by           
those preferences. There are plenty of recommendation system implementations.         
They are becoming more popular in modern times and are being used in almost              
every online service that we are using today. The composition of these websites             
ranges among movies, videos, books and music and social media friends, stories            
and e-commerce products, as well as individuals on professional websites . These            
systems can also gather information about the user 's interests, and can use this              
data in the future to enhance their recommendations. For example, if Amazon            
witnesses that a significant number of people ordering mobile phones often order            
phone covers, hence they may advise the phone cover to a the customer who              
placed a phone in their cart.  

 

Fig 1. Product recommendation by Amazon. 



 

For example, There are only so many news articles in newspaper but when you go 
online you can see the rest of the news articles the less popular news articles that 
are To the right the piece of the curve which is to the portion of the curve which is 
to the right of this segregating area is called the long tail these are the objects 
which are only accessible online. all these items that could now be found in a 
physical store but there can be only found online but there are so many of them 
that it's very hard for any user to find all these items right so when you have this 
area of abundance and therefore you have so many items and many of them are 
only found online how you know how do you introduce a user to all these new 
items that they may not find otherwise. When you have more choice like this ie. 
when you have millions and millions of items that are only available online you 
need a better way for the user to find all these items the user doesn't even know 
where to start looking. It is where recommendations algorithms come in order to 
provide better access to desired products . 

If you visit youtube, you will see the most popular videos. These are simple 
aggregates that keep user activity into consideration in making suggestions to 
several other users, however these recommendations are not dependent on 
individual users, they depend on the aggregate activity of many other users. 
Another interesting form of recommendation is one that is personalized to specific 
users. For instance, book recommendations suited to your liking or film 
recommendations based based on previously watched films or music 
recommendations based on your music interests. The key issue in the 
recommender systems is to assume these unknown values, let us assume , for 
example, that Alice has rated avatar and matrix but has not evaluated Lord of the 
Rings, so the question is whether Alice's rating for Lord of the Rings will be based 
on her other ratings or whether she would like pirates or not. For each user certain 
movies that they would have rated highly or with the system thinks they might 
have rated higher than we can recommend those movies to those users so you have 
to tackle the second problem by extrapolating unknown ratings from known 
ratings. But we're primarily interested in the high unknown ratings that we're 
interested in in those ratings where a user would have given a high rating to a film 
that we're not interested in on average or low ratings because they're never going 
to recommend those films to the user and finally the third key issue is evaluating 
them. Let's start with the first issue that collecting data is the first and simplest way 
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to collect ratings, called explicit process.  If users are asked to rate items now 
because items are rated directly by users and will get to know them, you can 
determine on which measure consumers will rate items. Therefore, the explicit 
approach does have the obvious benefit of being simple and having proper 
feedback from consumers. However the main concern is that it doesn't just operate 
on a tiny portion of users who watched a movie or listened to it who cared to 
review the service or leave feedback . Even though most users do not voluntarily 
leave ratings or reviews so that the information is not gathered explicitly.  For 
feedback since only a tiny proportion of users leave reviews and feedback because 
explicit ratings don't scale, many sites use implicit approach now the concept of 
implicit ratings is to study user ratings from other behavioural patterns. 

An online shopping platform may create a policy which implies a purchase to be a 
positive score now that the nice thing about implicit scores is how flexible they are 
as compared to explicit scores as the consumer doesn't need to directly rate a 
product as several other acts, including transactions may determine the ratings. 
The problem is that it's very difficult to use implicit scores to determine negative 
ratings. In practice, most recommended systems and most websites use a mix of 
explicit or implied ratings where ratings are clearly available that they use but 
complement them with implied ratings if appropriate, let's move on to the central 
problem of extrapolating utilities or extrapolating unknown utilities from known 
utility values, the primary or central problem that we must overcome. The second 
problem we've got is a cold start challenge where there is a new item or a new 
user, the new item won't have reviews and new users won't have a history, it's 
called a cold start issue and we've been struggling with it.  

In 2009, Netflix held a competition in which they awarded the prize money of 1 
million dollars for just 10% of improvement to their existing recommendation 
algorithm. Although sources suggest that they never got into production, the ideas 
and techniques designed and developed during this competition are still considered 
to be the greatest strides in the field of recommendation systems. 

The need for such systems arises because of less amount of shelf space. Imagine              
that you are out shopping 20 years ago and you'd go to a local retailer and you'll                 
find a certain quantity of items on the cabinets of the local retailer now even in a                 
very large retailer like a Walmart for instance shelf space is a key it's a scarce                
commodity it restrict the range of items a store can hold on shelf space since it                
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involves rental costs and thus a store can hold only a certain number of items.               
Similar problems arise when licensing shows/movies by platforms. Platforms will          
want to provide popular,highly watched movies and would like to cut cost by not              
providing unpopular or scarcely watched movies. Also time as a consumer is also             
important and they would like to spend it doing things they enjoy. The platform              
also wants to give the user the best experience as it would ensure user loyalty and                
increase brand value in the market. Also for different demographics a service            
needs a different catalogue. For instance Netflix provides different content based           
on the country.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig 2. Difference between catalogue and recommendations between (a)Netflix 
India and (b)Netflix Japan 
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1.2 Problem Statement: 

Recommendation systems are software tools or methods for extracting information          
which provide a consumer with suggestions for products. The products could be            
music, books, films, people or groups. The goal of this system is to suggest              
products which a client could take an interest in, and to understand the users ’               
preferences and constraints. The project aims to develop recommendation engine          
and generate precise results for significantly large users and movie applications. 

 

 

1.3 Objective: 

The objective of the project was to recommend similar movies to users as per their 
taste and the taste of other people like them. Which is mainly used in Netflix and 
amazon prime videos. Also used by youtube for recommending us the best video 
as per user’s taste. 
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1.4 Methodology: 

Our recommender systems employ three main approaches.  

First one is Demographic filtering i.e this offers generalized recommendations for 
each user, depending on the popularity of a film and/or genre. The program 
recomends the same movie for users with common demographic information. For 
example it will show top rated bollywood movies for people of India and for 
people in France it will return french cenema. This approach is termed as too basic 
as every user may have different preferences. The basic objective of this model is 
that highly popular and widely lauded movies will have a better likelihood of 
being enjoyed by the average audience.  

Second, is filtering based on content, where we attempt to classify the preferences 
of consumers utilising the collected information, and suggest items on basis of the 
suggested profile. These profiles are usually based on a genre, similar plot, worlds, 
preference of directors/cast etc. They depend on the characteristics and qualities of 
the element itself, so if, for instance, the program has to suggest films to a 
customer, what the program could do is look at films that they enjoyed in the past 
and find similar films based on the film's director, the actors who were in the film. 
Film tags are the qualities that other reviewers gave it to the category, genre, etc.  

The other is collaborative filtering, where identical consumers are clustered 
together, and using the community knowledge suggests the movies to the 
consumers . A collaborative filtering method is based mostly on behavior and 
Information about other users who encountered or purchased these products 
previously ie. using ratings provided by other users in a movie recommendation 
engine. For instance if a person likes action movies the system will retrieve  most 
highly rated movies from others who like action movies.  
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1.5 Cosine Similarity: 

Cosine similarity is a method of calculating similarity between documents 
regardless of size. Logically, the angle cosine between two data points represented 
in a multidimensional space is calculated. The cosine similarity is helpful as even 
if the multiple similar documents are distant by the measure of Euclidean distance 
,they can still be quite closely oriented.  

 

 

Fig 3. Graphical Representation of cosine similarity 

 

 

A commonly utilized strategy for comparing similar documents is derived on 
counting as many common words as possible between the documents. 

 

It is advantageous than using euclidean distance as this gives a better perspective 
of similarity as euclidean distance is dependent on the dimensions and hence two 
similar documents would be described as the same. 
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Cosine Similarity can be calculated using the following equation: 

 

 

However this technique has a fundamental problem. That is, as the size of the 
document increases , the number of common phrases appears to rise, even though 
the documents refer to different topics.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this chapter, we have looked into different research papers that have worked on              
recommendation systems. 

MOVIEMENDER by Rupali Hande, Ajinkya Gutti, Kevin Shah, Jeet Gandhi,          
Vrushal Kamtikar: In current technological era, where there is an wide range of             
content to be consumed, finding the content of one's preference seems to be an              
infuriating challenge. On the other hand , digital content providers aim to reach             
however many consumers as possible over the longest possible period of time on             
their platform. They proposed MovieMender, a film recommender program,.         
Typically, the purpose of a basic recommendation system is to consider one of the              
listed aspects for recommendation generation; user preference or equivalent user          
preference.  

MOVREC is a D.K.Yadav et al implemented movie recommendation application          
bases on colbrative filtering technique. Collaborative filtering utilizes        
user-provided relevant data. This information is assessed and a film is suggested to             
consumers sorted by the rating with the highest-rated movie being first. The            
program also has a provision that allows users to select characteristics from which             
they intend to recommend the movie. 

Luis M Capos et al examined two conventional recomendation systems ie.           
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering systems. Since both had their          
own drawbacks he formulated an innovative model combining Bayesian network          
and collaborative filtration.  

Harpreet Kaur et al had enacted a composite system. A combination of content             
filter along with collaborative filter techniques is used on this system. This also             
takes into account the context of each film, while suggesting it. Relationships            
between user and user as well as relationships between user and element are a              
significant part of recommendation.  

Utakarsh Gupta et al shaped a cluster, with the aid of chameleon, from user or               
item-specific information. This is an effective hierarchical clustering technique         
recommendation . A product voting mechanism is utilized to determine ranking.           
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The proposed solution has less errors as well as effective clustering of related             
objects.  

Costin-Gabriel Chiru et al. devlopeded Movie Recommender system , a program           
that utilises the gathered user information for film recommendations. This          
framework tries to deal with the problem of uinque suggestions arising from data             
ignorance. The user's psychological profile, their watch historyiand the         
information it collected involving film ratings from other websites is based on            
aggregate similarity calculation. This is a composite model that uses filtering based            
on both content and collaborative filtering.  

To estimate the degree of complexity of each case for every trainee Hongli LIn et               
al. devised a Content-Boosted Collaborative Filtering (CBCF) approach. It         
operates in two phases: Initially, content-based filtering which enhances the          
current trainee instance, following which the final predictions are provided by           
rating data and collaborative filters. The CBCF algorithm incorporates the          
strengths of both CBF and CF, and thereby addressing all of their drawbacks at the               
same time.  

Xiu Li et al. describes an accurate framework of recommendations using opinion            
mining. They addressed current recommender systems which are grouped into          
three categories: collaborative filtering, content based filtering and filtering based          
on knowledge. The adjacent customers explore innitally in the collaborative          
filtering, and then provide a set of suggestions. Collaborative filtering does not            
however recognize certain product or service-related attributes. The product         
features have been extracted in content-based recommendation, and it generates          
relevant features. It then creates feature vectors. This technique suffers from the            
limitation of not taking into account users behavior or activity for the product. This              
leads to inaccuracies during the recommendations. Users propose the demand first           
in knowledge-based recommendation, and the entire process is strongly         
interactive.  

Jenq-Haur et al. presented a sentiment rating scheme in order to find the exact              
rating of a movie. For that reason, they have facilitated sentiment lexicons            
adjustment, which improves the classification accuracy. 
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Filipa et al. presented a new recommender system which integrates movie ratings            
and unrated reviews on the web. Sentiment analysis was incorporated to offer user             
preferences analysis where the reviews were not associated with an explicit rating.            
A recommendation algorithm was proposed which performs based on matrix          
factorization with singular value decomposition (SVD). 

Davide et al. presented a sentiment-based approach to recommendation of Twitter           
users. Sentiment-Volume-Objectivity (SVO) function is the weighting function        
used in this sentiment-based approach. It considers user attitude and also his/her            
reviews about the product or service. This weighting function aims to construct            
richer user profiles to apply in the recommendation application, but it leads to lack              
of sentiment analysis and provides relatively poor recommendation to users. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

There are different kinds of recommender systems with various strategies and           
some of them are defined as: 

 

3.1. Demographic filtering- They provide generalized suggestions based On the          
popularity of movies and/or genres. Same movies are suggested to users with            
similar demographics in this system. Since every individual is unique, this           
approach is regaurded as too basic. The fundamental concept behind this model is             
the films that are more popular and/or critically praised would be more likely to be               
enjoyed by the average viewer. 

Before moving on to this- 

● A rating metric is required to score/rate films 

● Compute the rating for every single film  

● Order the rating to suggest users the best-suited movie. 

We may use the film's average ratings as the score, but by using that it will be                 
unfair since a film with an average rating of 8.9 with only 3 votes can not be                 
regarded as better than the film with an avg rating of 8.1 with rating 40 votes.                
Therefore weighted ranking from IMDB is used (Wr). 

Which is calculated as:- 

 

where, 

    v --> no. of ratings for the movie; 

    m --> threshold required to be listed in the chart; 
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    R --> avg. ratingiof theimovie;  

    C --> mean vote for the entire dataset 

 

Fig 4. Code for Demographic Filtering 
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3.2. Content-based filtering systems- Items are recommended in content-based         
filtering on the basis of comparisons between profile of products and users. The             
user profile created is content Keywords (or features) were found to be important             
to the user. The profile could be viewed as a group of allocated key phrases               
Retrieved by algorithm from those in the identified items which are relevant /             
intriguing to the user. 

 

 

Fig 5. Content Based Filtering 

The cosine similarity is used to compute a numeric value which signifies the             
similarity of two films. The cosine similarity score is used as it is             
magnitude-independent and is fairly simple and fast to measure. It is calculated as             
shown below: 

 

Now that we know our recommendation function we will follow the following            
steps: 
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● Retrieve the movie index provided the title.  

● Calculate the cosine similarity score of the desired movie and all the others in 

    the dataset. This is now turned into a list of lists ie. list of a list of two elements 

    first being the index of the movie and second being the score.  

● The list of lists created is sorted on the basis of similarity scores. 

● Top 10 elements are retrieved ignoring the first element because it is the input               
movie itself. 

● Return the corresponding titles to the indices of the top elements. 

While our program did a fine job of identifying films with similar storyline , the               
reliability of the suggestions isn't perfect. For instance "The Dark Knight Rises"            
restores all the Batmanimovies whereas other Christopher Nolan movies are much           
more probable to be enjoyed by the people who enjoyed that movie. It is              
something which can not be handled by the current system.  

 

3.2.1. Genres and Keywords Based Recommender 

The recommender's efficiency will improve with better use of metadata. This is            
precisely what we will do in this portion. We will create a recommender depending              
on the relevant metadata, the cast, the director, related genres, and the keywords.  
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Fig 6.1. Credits, Genres and Keywords Based Recommender 

 

Fig 6.2. Credits, Genres and Keywords Based Recommender 
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The advantages of filtering based on content are: 

● They are able to recommend unrated products. 

● By listing the content features of an object we can easily clarify the operation of                
the recommender system. 

● Recommenders systems based on content need only the user's information, and            
don't require information regarding any other user of the system. 

 

The drawbacks of content-based filtering include: 

● this will not operate for a new user who has not yet rated any item ,as                 
appropriate ratings are needed content based recommender analyses to offer          
specific recommendations. 

● No Serendipitous Items are recommended. 

● Limited Content Analysis- The recommendation will not operate if the system is             
not able to distinguish between the items that a user likes and those that he does                
not like.  

 

 

3.3. Collaborative filtering systems- Some of our content-based motors suffer          
strict limitations. It can only suggest films which are close to a specific film. This               
means, it can not classify the tastes and offer suggestions spanning different            
genres. The engine that has been built isn't really personal, because it wouldn't             
capture the tastes and preconceptions of the individual. Anybody who queries our            
engine for suggestions based on a movie receives the same recommendations for            
the film regardless of who it is. So in this section, we will use a process called                 
Collaborative Filtering to provide the Movie Watchers with better suggestions.  

Collaborative filtering framework recommends products based on Consumer        
and/or object similarity measurements. The system recommends those items which          
similar types of consumers prefer. Collaborative filtering offers several benefits 
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1. It is independent of content, i.e. it relies only on connections 

2. Since people make explicit scores, so real evaluation of the quality of the items               
is done. 

3. It gives serendipitous recommendations since suggestions were dependent on          
user similarity, rather than on object similarity.  

 

Fig 7.1. Collaborative filtering system 
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Fig 7.2. Collaborative filtering system 

 

Fig 7.3. Collaborative filtering system 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT 

4.1 Dataset: 

This project uses Movie Lens dataset which comprises of 9000 movies with 3,600             
tags and 100,000 ratings given by 600 users. 

 

Fig 8.1. Movie Table 

 

Fig 8.2. Ratings Table 
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4.2. Demographic Filtering: 

 

Fig 9. Output for Demographic Filtering 
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4.3. Content-based Filtering Systems: 

When title and plot keywords are used as features for recommendation system: 

 

Fig. 10.1. Content-based filtering system using only title and keywords 

 

When the features include cast, director, plot keywords, genres etc. 

 

Fig. 10.2. Content-based filtering system using title, cast, director, keywords 
and genres.  
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4.4. Collaborative Filtering Systems: 

Using User to User Collaborative filtering System. 

 

Fig 11.1. Collaborative Filtering System (Example 1) 

 

 

Fig 11.2. Collaborative Filtering System (Example 2) 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Conclusions: 

A composite approach consisting of context-based filtering and collaborative         
filtering should be taken for implementation of the system. The approach can            
overcome the drawbacks of each algorithm and Enhance system efficiency.          
Clustering, Similarity and Classification techniques can also be implemented to          
obtain better recommendations and Consequently, reducing undesired       
recommendations and increasing accuracy, and precision.  

In the future, we will use clustering and hybrid recommendations for better results.             
A better user interface can be designed for usage by the average consumer. Our              
method could be applicable for other fields in order to recommend songs, videos,             
locations, news,ibooks, tourism and e-commerceisites and more.  
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